Impact Guide
Founder’s Dilemmas

As a founder you ignore “people problems” -- your
own and those of your team, at our peril.

Relationships:

Page and Brin. Jobs and Wozniak. Hewlett and Packard. Gates and Allen. Famous cofounders, striking stories. What are the pitfalls for co-founders? Where can things go wrong?

Keynote Lecture Notes:

Impact Question: What will you do differently as a result of what you’ve learned from
this module?
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Questions for you, the entrepreneur
1. How well do I know the people that I am founding
with? Do I know what they’re like in a social context
but not in a business context? What conversations
are we having to learn about each other’s visions,
working styles, peeves, strengths, weaknesses etc.?
2. Have I made the “easy” choice to found with
someone I already know, at the expense of
choosing someone who is very similar to me instead
of someone whose strengths compliment mine?
How do I know that I will work well with the other
members of my team?
3. What relationships am I risking as I build my team?
Are these relationships ones that I can afford
to imperil? What conversations am I having with
those individuals to limit potential damage to the
relationships when there are bumps in the road?
4. What role interests me? Do I agree with the role
that is being assigned to me? Does it align with my
strengths? As we grow, how do I envision my role
changing?

Questions for your team, advisors, mentors
1. How well do we co-founders and/or team members
know each other’s professional abilities and styles?
2. How can we learn more about each other and maintain
open communication as we head into founding?
3. What are the things we have a hard time talking about?
Can we constructively discuss them now? How will we
keep tabs on these issues so that they don’t fester?
4. Are we clear about our roles? Is there any overlap
between people? If so, what are we doing to
prevent friction from arising? What are our plans for
separating the areas of overlap as we grow?
5. Is it possible to configure the reporting structures
so that friends and family are not reporting to one
another?
6. Do we have a “disaster plan” that acknowledges the
worst-case scenarios that could result within our
team? Have we designated someone to have the final
say in an impasse? Have we had frank conversations
about what might happen if one of us isn’t scaling well
or has to drop out of the venture?
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Additional Resources from www.KauffmanFoundersSchool.org
Readings
Notes:

Founder Genius
Notes:

Tools

Other Related
Notes:
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